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Preface
Basic electronics course is an E book covering all common electronics
components(both passive an active) found in consumer electronics equipment like
LCDs television and Monitors, CRT television and Monitors, DVDS, Hi-fi
systems, Power amplifiers, Switch mode power supplies(S.M.P.S) etc.
After reading this book you will be able to identify the component using actual
picture, symbol used to represent them on the circuit board, purposes it serves on
the circuit, common failure modes and how to test if it is good or bad.
The book is illustrated with numerous color photos to make the reader learn faster
and get the concept pretty fast.
To navigate the book just click on the Chapter reference on the list of contents and
it will jump straight to the very topic and to go back to the first page just click on
your keyboard (Ctrl + Home) key.
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Lesson 1: Introduction to basic electronics
When building a house the most important part of the building is the foundation,
This is because how tall (high) the structure will be depends on how strong (deep)
the foundation is.
We can use this analogy in electronics troubleshooting and repair…that being good
at electronics repairs will depend on your foundation in basic electronics.
This is because electronics equipment is a product of many different components
(both passive and active) which work together to build a Television, DVDs, Radios
or whichever other electronics equipment you see in the market.
The first time you open an electronics device like Television or computer monitor,
one is usually intimated by the many components in there but if you have a good
understanding on basic electronics you will notice that these are usually common
components and therefore no need to panic.
In this course we are going to cover common components used in consumer
electronics equipment like Television, DVDs, Power supplies, LCD
monitors…you will be able to identify the component using actual picture, symbol
used to represent them on the circuit board, purposes it serves on the circuit,
common failure modes and how to test if it is good or bad.
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Lesson 2: Introduction to basic tools required in electronics repairs
With that little introduction let us get started by looking at the basic tool required
for the purpose of this course.
a) Diagonal Cutter.

b) Long Nose Pliers
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c) De-soldering Pump

d) Soldering Iron Stand
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e) Screw Driver

f) Analogue Multi-meter
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g) Digital Multi-meter

h) Soldering Wire

i) Soldering Iron
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Lesson 3: Fuses-identification, purpose, common failure mode & testing
if good or bad.

On the circuit board the symbol of a fuse is usually any of the two symbols below

Fuses are used as protection devices and come in different sizes and shapes; they
are used to protect the circuit they are in by dis-connecting (blowing) when the
circuit draws current more than the fuse rating.
So the fuse is meant to sacrifice its life to save another circuit…therefore next time
you see a fuse blown know that it has done its work.

For testing purposes you can use a digital meter on low ohms (continuity) and if
you hear the buzzer then it is assumed the fuse is okay. Same with analogue meter
(set to X1) and when you touch your meter probes on the metal part of the fuse and
the meter hand kicks means the fuse is okay, if not then the fuse is considered
open(bad)
You can also do the test when the fuse is in-circuit but be sure the power is off and
the power cable dis-connected from the outlet.
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Fuse can open after a period of time without being provoked but in most cases if
you find the fuse is open and darkened inside expect short a head in that circuit and
therefore you should not replace it without checking for a shorted component on
that line.
When replacing fuses be sure to use the one with exact rating (current), it is not
wise to replace a 3.15A fuse with 4.00A fuse and vice versa or use a wire (jumper)
across the fuse holders.
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Lesson 4: Metal Oxide Varistor (M.O.V)- identification, purpose, common
failure mode & testing if good or bad.

Varistors (M.O.V) are used for protection purposes but unlike the fuse they are
used for over voltage protection in electronics equipments.
They are usually connected across the AC power line, but they do not conduct
unless the AC voltages increases above normal like during power surge caused by
Lightening or using outlet which is not well regulated like using generators.
So if there a power surge the Varistor (M.O.V) will conduct and because it is
connected across the AC power line it will create a short circuit across the power
line and hence force the fuse to blow and therefore disconnect the equipment from
further damages
Usually when they fail the failure is usually catastrophic and therefore most of the
time you can just see with your eyes (the cover is usually blown out)
For testing purposes with both analogue and digital meter you should not get any
reading if the Varistor is ok. Any reading either way indicate a bad varistor.
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Effect on the supply when the Varistor fail
Because this component is connected in parallel with the power supply if they
short the fuse will blow and if they open there will be no effect on the supply only
that you will be missing its safety function
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Lesson 5: Thermsistors (Posistor and NTC) - identification, purpose,
common failure mode & testing if good or bad.
A thermistor is a component which varies its resistance as its temperature changes
There are two type of themistors, one is called a Posistor(P.T.C) and another one is
called N.T.C.
(a)Posistor
A Posistor(P.T.C) has its resistance increase as its temperature increases.
This characteristic makes them ideal for use in circuits which require high initial
current and then low (no current).
You can see the picture of a posistor, symbol and actual placement in this TV
board.
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This Characteristic of a posistor make it ideal for use on the degaussing circuit of
CRT TVs and CRT monitor whereby when the set is first switched on the posistor
has low resistance and therefore allow current to flow through the degaussing coil
which is used to clean the CRT screen.
After a few seconds the posistor becomes very hot and hence very high resistance
and this effectively cut out the flow of the current to that circuit.
Usually when the TV is working the posistor is always very hot and this is normal.
The degaussing coil connector is always near the posistor (next); kindly note this
so that you don’t confuse this with the power connector.
Effect on the supply when the Posistor Fail.
Open: No effect only lose the demagnetizing effect of the degaussing coil (Picture
with spot)
Short: If the posistor short it means the coil will create a direct short to the power
supply and the Fuse will blow.
Testing: The best test for a posistor is by observing its effect when it fails like I
have pointed above, whenever you find fuse is open (dark inside) this could point
to a shorted posistor.
To confirm just remove the posistor from the circuit plus of course the degaussing
coil (never remove the posistor and connect the degaussing coil) and if the fuse
now survive means that the posistor is shorted.
Suspect an open Posistor (rare) if you see the screen has spots (colored).
The most common failure of the Posistor is shorting and hence causing the fuse to
blow. When replacing the Posistor it is important you get the original part
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Degaussing coil

The degaussing coil is turns of copper wires covered with some plastic material
and usually connected around the CRT tube as shown on the picture above.
CRTs (Television and monitor) are affected by the Earth magnetic field and for
this reason Engineers designed the degaussing coil in order to take care of this
effect which is usually manifested by colored spots on the screen.
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Besides the magnetic field caused by the earth there are also other causes like
placing strong magnet near the CRTs and therefore it is advisable to keep Speakers
away from the set.
Usually when you find a television has spots on the screen first be sure there is no
speaker or big radio (speaker inside) near the set.
One cannot talk about the degaussing coil without mentioning the Posistor(P.T.C)
this is because since Degaussing coil has very low resistance and is directly
connected across the AC power line(240 Vac or 110 Vac).
Then it would cause a short circuit across the power line but this is not so thanks to
the Posistor (P.T.C) which is connected in series with the degaussing coil.
When power is first applied the posistor which has low resistance when cold but
very high resistance when hot and therefore the coil will pass current just for a
brief moments before the posistor get hot and cut off the current through the
degaussing coil.
Below you can see this relationship between the posistor and the degaussing coil

Testing: The best tester for degaussing coil is flyback tester:
If the degaussing coil is good you should get at least 3 L.E.Ds lights from the
flyback tester.
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An open degaussing coil can be tested with a meter (analogue and digital); the coil
should have low reading on both meter and if you don’t get any reading means the
coil is considered open.
For those who don’t have a flyback tester, you can easily make one by following
the link here.
http://humphreykimathi.blogspot.com/2010/08/do-it-yourself-flyback-tester.html
I made my own and I have been using it for over 5 years without any problem.
(b)N.T.C
This is another type of thermistor which has is resistance decrease when its
temperature increases.

Because of this characteristics N.T.C are used in circuits which require low initial
and then high current.
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Example: When you first power on the TV (s.m.p.s) at first you notice the main
power flickers, this is because in the television power supply there is usually a big
capacitor (rated around 400Volts)
When the TV/monitor is off this capacitor usually discharges and as you know if
capacitor has no charge on it, it has low resistance and therefore when you power
ON the set, the power will see low resistance path and therefore there is inrush of
current.
This can trigger the fuse to blow thanks to this component called N.T.C which is
usually placed in series with the power supply positive rail.
When the set is switched ON this component is usually cold and hence high
resistance and therefore this high resistance will hold (resist) this inrush of current
briefly before the main capacitor charges and its resistance increases smoothly.
In some power supplies they don’t use this component (N.T.C) but instead they use
low resistor (usually high wattage but low resistance) called surge limiter resistor
and others call it dropper.
Testing N.T.C: Set you meter (digital or analogue) to low ohm range and if it is
good usually will show very low resistance (remember this component is placed in
series, component in series should never read open otherwise current will not flow)
If you don’t get any meter reading then it is open and considered bad (open).
If this component opens, this will cut the main voltage to the main capacitor
because it is in series with the power supply.
You can also test it In-circuit by doing voltage testing. You should have same
voltage on both pins. You can use the same method to test the surge limiter
resistor, but in both cases be sure to use the main capacitor negative pin as your
ground.
Note: When doing voltage testing and find no voltage at the main capacitor and the
main fuse is not shorted (no short) then you can check components in-series with
the supply which may be open using voltage testing.
Just get a schematic diagram of that equipment and look out for the components in
series with the supply.
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You should get voltage on both sides of the pins of all components in series
otherwise the component should be considered open if you don’t get reading on
both sides (pins)
You can confirm the component is actually open by using ohm meter.
When measuring resistance always, be sure the equipment is not powered and
capacitors are discharged.
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Lesson 6: Inductors- identification, purpose, common failure mode &
testing if good or bad.

Simply put one can define an inductor as coils of wire. The coil may be one turn or
many turns.

On the schematic diagram a coil is represented by letter “L”.
So in case you have some doubt if the component you have on the circuit is an
inductor or a transformer you should look out for the reference on the board.
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Usually inductors have their reference on the board starting with letter “L” and for
transformer they usually start with letter “T”.
With that little introduction about coils/inductors let us now look at their functions.
The best way to understand their function is by looking their property- A
coil/inductor has a characteristic to oppose any change in current through it.
This property is called inductance, so we can define inductance as that property of
a circuit that opposes changes of current.
This ability of a coil to oppose any change of current can be used to smooth our
varying or pulsating type of current.
In this application the inductor is known as “CHOKE” as it basically choke out any
changes of current hence smoothen it.
Testing: Usually coil should have low resistance (continuity) between two pins
when okay, if you get no reading then it is considered open and therefore bad.
You can also use a flyback tester to detect shorted coils easily. This is because a
shorted coil will still read low resistance although it is bad.
Note: Coils are very reliable component especially the ones used in low power
circuit and have low failure rate, however coils placed in high current circuits
undergo a lot of stress but in most cases if you find an open coil expect a shorted
component on that line.
So next time you find an open coil, before replacing it lookout for any shorted
component on that line before replacing it.
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Lesson 7: Relays:-identification, purpose, basic relay circuit, relay used
in power supply, common failure mode & testing if good or bad.

First what is a relay? Basically a relay is a switch which is operated electrically.
The internal structure of a relay is composed of:
1. Coil – work with low current
2. Contacts-Work with high current
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Basic relay Circuit

A relay allows one circuit to switch ON a second circuit which is completely
separate from the first.
In the example above a low voltage (12Vdc) is used to turn on a relay to switch on
a 240V ac main circuit. Please note that there is no electrical connection inside the
relay between the two circuits, the link is only magnetic and mechanical.
If there is Zero (0) volt at the Base (B) of transistor Q1. The transistor is open and
therefore current is not able to flow from the 12V rail to the Ground and hence the
relay contacts are open and the 240V ac Bulb is off.
Now if a Voltage is applied at the Base (B) of transistor Q1. The transistor will
close (ON) and the current will start flowing from the 12V rail through the relay
coil to the Collector of the Q1 down to the Ground.
When the current flow through the coil a magnetic field is created around the wire
and this magnet (electro) will attract the contacts of the relay. Once the contacts
closes then the other circuit is switched on and the Bulb light.
With that basic knowledge let us now move on to see how relay are used in switch
mode power supply (S.M.P.S) to degauss the CRT tube.
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Below is the actual circuit of relay in a JVC Television power supply

When the Television is first switched on a signal is send from the TV micro
processor to the base of Q973 just for a moment (2 seconds). When this signal
reaches the base of transistor Q973 the transistor is turned ON and the 12 Volts DC
moves to the ground via relay coil.
When current flow through the relay coil it behaves like a magnet and relay switch
(contacts) is closed.
When the relay switch is closed the current flow through the relay on the 240V ac
into the Degaussing Coil and the screen is cleaned.
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The picture of the actual relay used in this supply

Testing a relay:
Coil: Use your meter set to diode test and you should get a reading if the coil is
okay. If no reading then the coil is open and therefore the relay is bad.
Contacts: To test if the contacts are working you need to apply some Voltage (5V
dc) to the two pins of the coil and if the contact is working then you should hear a
click sound from the relay.
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Lesson 8: Capacitors:-identification, types, Uses in circuit, understanding
capacitor body markings, encoding ceramic capacitors body marking,
how to discharge big capacitors, voltage rating of capacitors, common
failure mode & testing if good or bad.
Capacitors are very common components in electronics devices.
You will find capacitors in almost all circuit design May it be in computers, power
amplifiers, television, DVDS etc.
On the circuit board the symbol for polarized (electrolytic) is usually represented
by any of the symbols below

For non polarized capacitors they are represented by any of these symbols

Also because some component may resemble a capacitor, some time if you have
any doubt you can check the reference given on the circuit board, usually all
capacitors start with letter “C”, an example is the C902 for the non polar capacitor
of the diagram below.
You can relate this to the actual circuit diagram below.
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Although capacitors comes in different sizes and shapes one can categorize
capacitors into two main groups:
a) Polarized capacitors
b) Non Polarized capacitors.
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As the name implies polarized capacitors are polarity sensitive and therefore
should be inserted into the circuit board positive leg to positive rail. These
capacitors are usually rated 1uF and above.
For the non polarized capacitors these are not polarity sensitive and therefore one
can insert them on the circuit board either way. These capacitors are usually rated
less than 1uF.
On this group we also have another type called bipolar capacitor which is marked
NP on their body. These also are not polar and therefore can be inserted on the
circuit board either way. They usually find their application on crossover circuit.
They can have their capacitance more than 1uF but still non polar.
Please note you cannot replace this capacitor with a normal electrolytic capacitor.

My I also point out here that from my own personal experience capacitors are the
major cause of problems in all electronics devices.
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Even if you find an I.C is faulty, chances are very high that a filter capacitor
allocated the duty of filtering the supply to that I.C dried up and hence started
delivering dirty D.C(with ripples) and this eventually kill the I.C.
As rule of thumb whenever I get electronic equipment for repair in my shop, I will
check the health of all capacitors on the suspect circuit.
I started to do this when I started getting customers bring back their equipment
after few days of repair with the same problem.
After doing thorough check up I will always find a bad capacitor I had not picked
up in the previous repair.
And the best tester for this job is an E.S.R meter, this meter has saved me a lot of
headache and I definitely recommend it to all techs out there.
Uses of capacitors in circuits
In order to understand uses of capacitor in the circuit let at look at some of the
characteristic of capacitors.
First let me point out here that one cannot talk about a capacitor without
mentioning capacitance.
A capacitor is simply a device and capacitance is an electrical property of a circuit,
which opposes changes in voltage.
So engineers took the advantage of this property of capacitors and used it in filter
circuit (power supply circuit)
That is why you see a Capacitor is placed every time you have the rectifier diode to
smooth out the supply

.
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Another characteristic of capacitors is that they allow high frequencies to pass but
make it very hard to low frequencies to pass…this is exactly the opposite of
inductors which we have seen on our previous lesson.
Using this characteristic of a capacitor then it means if you use a capacitor across
the power line, when the power line pick up unwanted radio frequencies, these
frequencies which are very high will find very little resistance when they get to a
capacitor. Therefore these unwanted radio frequencies will be shorted out to the
ground leaving the low supply frequency to proceed (50 Hz or 60 Hz. See an
example here below of EMI FILTER (Electromagnetic interference also called
radio frequency interference) found in all S.M.P.S.
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So what is a Filter- this is a device which we find being used in many areas of day
to day life like oil filters, air filters etc In electronics when we talk of filters we are
referring to devices used to pass desired signal and block undesired signal. To
achieve this we use some known behavior of capacitors toward frequencies:
Capacitors allow high frequencies to pass but very hard for low frequencies to
pass. We know that power supply has low frequency of around 50 Hz to 100 Hz
and Radio frequencies are pretty high, Looking at our circuit of the EMI above you
will see that the inductor is in series with the supply line and therefore will pass the
low power supply frequency of 50 Hz but make it hard for the high radio frequency
to pass.
On the other hand the capacitor which is connected in parallel with the power
supply effectively shorting the high radio frequency to the ground hence allowing
only the low supply frequency to pass
Another characteristic of capacitors is that they allow A.C to pass and block D.C.
Because of this characteristic we have also capacitors being used in isolating/ or
blocking D.C voltage.
To accomplish this, capacitor is usually placed in series with the signal; a good
example is found in audio circuits.
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As you can C700 (470uF/25v) is used in this circuit to allow the A.C signal (audio)
and blocking any D.C from getting to the speakers. If this capacitor together with
capacitor C703 (4.7uF/50V) inputs capacitor dries up then the Television will have
audio problems.
You can use the information above to indentify the work of any capacitor you can
across in circuit.
Voltage rating of capacitors
All capacitors have maximum voltage rating; if this Voltage is exceeded it can
cause the capacitor to blow. So whenever you see a capacitor with its top silvery
top bulging out means the working voltage of that capacitor was exceeded.
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This usually causes the capacitor to conductor and gets destroyed and therefore any
capacitor you see with this symptom is considered bad.
Please note that because this capacitor also get shorted, if you measure with an
ESR meter you will get low reading but this does not mean that the capacitor is
good and the best place to take that kind of capacitor is in the dustbin. No need for
testing.
Using this capacitor maximum voltage rating one can estimate the voltage
expected on any line by using the working voltage of the main filter capacitor of
that line, for example usually when designing circuit the rule of the thumb is that
the working voltage of the filter capacitor should be double the expected voltage
on that line.
Therefore if you find a capacitor on a source rated 25 Volts then you can assume
the voltage on that line is around 12Volts (12 X 2).
Understanding markings on capacitor body.
For electrolytic capacitors the marking are easy to understand and many technician
have no problem here.
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The challenge is with non polar capacitor, let have a look at some of the marking
on non polar capacitors.
Let have look at a few examples:

Using the above method the result you get is always in pico farad(pF)
Let us look at the above example of capacitor number 224K.
Just write down the first and the second digit the way they are on the capacitor
body.
So we have 22 and then third digit is the number of zeros. Therefore 4 is equal to 4
zeros hence 224 is equal to 220000 pF. The result is always in pico farads(fF)
And the K is the tolerance and from the table we can see K is equal to (+ or -) 10 %
And finally the maximum voltage is 630 Volts.
Let us look at another example

e
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So we have the first two digit 39 and add no zero, I mean you have 39 pF. If it was
391 then it could have been 39 then add one zero (0) and therefore could have been
39 0 pF again the tolerance is K therefore is +-10 %
The maximum voltage is 1kV
We know 1K=1000 units, therefore (1kV=1000V)
Here is another example of non polarized capacitor written on the body 1n0K

This is the same as 1.0n capacitor:
Given 1micro (uf) =1000nF
1nano=1000pf
So 1.0n is equal to 1000pF and a tolerance of +-10%
Maximum working voltage is 100Volts
Tip: encoding ceramic capacitor body markings:
White down the first two digits of the code, and then add the number of zeros that
is indicated by the third digit of the code.
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Examples:

Kindly note that capacitor 7n2=7k2=7200pF is one and the same thing.
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Answers: a)10 000 pF
b)330 000pF
c)22 000pF
d)20 000 pF
If you did the quiz and got the answers right, then you should appreciate yourself
with a cup of coffee.
Testing capacitors
As I mentioned earlier capacitors rate high on the lists of the major causes of
problems in electronics devices.
One reason being that all electronics devices use clean dc supply to power different
circuits.
As you know capacitors play a major role in making sure the rectified dc is free
from any ripple.
So if a capacitor get faulty (dry), it will not be able to do it work well and hence
the circuit in which this capacitor is used will continue to get dirty dc.
This will cause that circuit to get affected by this unclean dc and eventually the
components there will begin to fail (eg I.Cs. transistors etc)
So knowing how to test capacitor is big boost to any technician. To test capacitors
let us start with the obvious.
a) Visual inspection: First scan around the motherboard looking for capacitors
which has its top silvery part swollen (even a slight bulge is good enough
evidence that the capacitor is faulty. For this type of capacitors please don’t
bother testing them-just replace them directly.

b) Capacitors getting hot: If equipment is behaving funny, you can also use
this method, but first be sure to put off the equipment and unplug it from the
power outlet. Then depending on the circuit which you suspect to be causing
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the problem you can quickly touch the tops of the capacitors in the area and
whatever is getting hot should be replaced.

c) Output voltage drop: If capacitors with filter functions develop a problem
(dry) usually causes voltage drop on that line. If you measure a voltage to a
circuit which has filter capacitor rated say 25volts and you get less than 8
volts, this could point to a problem on the filter capacitor for that line.

d) Meter (digital /analogue): you can also use either of these meters in
resistance setting (highest) and if the capacitor is good it will first read low
resistance and then the resistance increase steadily to infinite (open) if the
capacitor is good. Never trust these meters when testing capacitors.

e) ESR meter: This is my favorite; it has really saved me a lot of headache by
catching capacitors which the above methods fail to pick. I strongly advice
any tech to have one on his/her work bench( I mean it is not a good thing to
have but a must thing to have)
How to discharge the main capacitors
When doing testing on Capacitors it is very important to make sure there is no
charge in the capacitor otherwise it may destroy your meter or even harm you.
A capacitor can hold charge for quite a long time even after power is off so it is
important to make sure the capacitors are discharged by doing a quick voltage test
across the capacitor with power off and the equipment disconnected from the
power outlet especially before doing resistance test.
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You can make this simple gadget to do that job

Lesson 9: Resistors:- identification, uses, fixed resistors, variable
resistors(linear pot and log pot), resistor color code, resistor in series,
connecting speakers in series/parallel, application of P.O.T in volume
control, resistors in parallel circuit, common failure mode & testing if
good or bad
Resistors like capacitors are very common components in electronics design but
unlike capacitors they have low failure rate.
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On the circuit board the symbol for resistors is usually represented by the symbols
below

The reference given on the circuit board for resistors start with letter “R”, an
example is the R407 on the diagram below (this should help you to distinguish
resistors from some inductors which resemble resistors)
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Basically we can describe a resistor as a control device which limits current flow to
the circuit LOAD.
Load here refers to anything that consumes energy; it could be a light bulb,
loudspeaker, and motor, I.C or even another resistor.

A good example of where we can have a resistors being used as a load is usually
applied in voltage dividers.
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The above is a circuit of Television switch mode power supply (S.M.P.S).
You can see the rectified voltage 320 vdc passes via series resistors R521 and
R520 both 100K ohms and the voltage is dropped by half to get 160Vdc.
This voltage is dropped again by resistor (R522) 15 K ohm and then resistor
(R534) 39 ohms and finally drops to 0.6 Vdc which is used to switch on (start-up)
voltage for Transistor 2SC4429L (V513) which is used to switch this power
supply.

Types of resistors:
Resistors come in different sizes and shapes as you can on the picture below.
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Some resistors are very small in size and therefore the value which is called
resistance is not possible to write on their body and therefore it is coded, more on
that later in this lesson.
For the bigger resistors they are written on the body, suffice to say here that the
resistance of a resistor which is measured in ohms
does not depend on the size
of a resistor.
You can get a very small resistor (1/4 Watt) with 2Mega ohm resistance and a big
resistor (5Watt) with only a few ohms.
So why have a resistor with very low ohms and very big in size, this is basically
for the purpose of giving off heat to the surrounding (dissipate).
So whenever you see a big resistor on the circuit expects it to be hot when you
touch it and this should be normal because that way it is able to survive on that
circuit.
A good example is the surge limiter resistor used to limit current inrush in switch
mode power supply.
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If you replace that resistor with the one with same value but small size (wattage) it
will just a matter of time and it will open, it can even catch fire.

Testing fixed resistors:
Resistors have a low failure rate among the electronics components but his does
not mean that they never get faulty.
But most of the time when you find a find a resistor is open; chances are very high
the resistor suffered serious stress due to a shorted component a head of the line
where the resistor was placed.
A good example is the surge limiter resistor we have discussed on the previous
lesson; whenever you find this resistor is open please don’t replace it and power on
the set because chances are very that the same will open again.
So if you this resistor open be sure to check the health of the conrol ic or the
switching transistor on that circuit or any other component shorted on that line.
The most common failure mode of resistors is open (infinite) resistance or
resistance value increases and this also affect the circuit behavior where this
resistor is placed.
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Fusible resistor (FR)
On some circuit diagram you will come across a low ohm resistor with reference
which starts with ‘FR”.
This is still a resistor but it function as a fuse, if the line on which it is placed
develop a short then this resistor will open and cut down that supply.
Below you can see this resistor (R551, 1 ohm by ½ watt) on the supply to the
vertical circuit of this JVC television.
Whenever you find this resistor open it is almost certain that the I.C being supplied
on that line is also gone.

Variable resistors:
These are resistors whose resistance can be adjusted and their circuit symbol is
shown below.
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A good example of a variable resistor is the potentiometer; they usually have 3
leads and a shaft to adjust the resistance.

They have a maximum resistance between the two outer leads (the value written on
their body), the middle lead is used as a divider, by turning this shaft one can
adjust the resistance of the circuit it is used.

Linear Potentiometer
This type of potentiometer has the track element with constant cross section
causing a proportional resistance change between the wiper and one end of the
terminal.
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Usually have Letter “B” on the component body e.g. for10 K ohm pot will written
“B10k” on their body.

They are mostly used in Cathode ray oscilloscope (CRO) or voltage dividers
Logarithmic Potentiometer
This type has track material whose resistivity varies from one end to the other

Usually they have Letter “A” written on the component body, e.g for 10K ohm pot
will be written “A10k” on their body.
They are mostly used as volume control in radios, amplifiers, voltage dividers etc.
For the purpose of using it as a volume control use lead number 1 as the ground
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We also have some small sizes type of potentiometers called preset.

They are used in circuit which require precision and there resistance is pre-set at
the factory.
The shaft to adjust is missing, therefore to adjust the resistance you need to use a
small screwdriver.
The reason for not having the shaft is not by mistake but it’s a control measure so
that one does not turn it by accident and therefore before adjusting this set
resistance you should be very sure of what you are doing.
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A small change on this small pre-set can cause a whole television to be thrown
away if the set was tampered with by a careless technician.
I strongly advice you never to adjust these pre-set unless you are very sure what
you are doing.
Resistor color codes
Resistors have 4 or 5 colored band, for each type the last band is the tolerance.
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From the above you can see a 4 coloured band resistor, please notice the tolerance
band is separated slightly with a gap from the other three.
While the second last band is the multipliers for both 4 and 5 band resistor.
So you have:
1 st Digit band color= Brown=1(from the table above)
2 nd Digit band color=Black=0 (from the table above)
3th Digit band color=Red=2(because this is four band resistor this is the multiplier
and therefore we add 2 zeros (00) after the first two digit to get (1,000 ohms)
4th Digit Band color=Gold= is same as +-5%
So we can conclude that the resistor above is 1,000 ohms or 1K ohms resistor
For 5 band resistor we will have the first 3 bands as digits and the 4 as the
multiplier and then the 5th one will be the tolerance.
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Resistors in series circuits:

In the diagram above you can a circuit of resistors in series arrangement:
Basically when component are arranged in series this means components leads are
joined together in a successive order.
In series arrangement we have same current flowing through each component but
the voltage drops across each of the components.
The sum of this voltage drops in a series circuit is equal to the voltage applied (in
our case 12V)
Please note that as I said previous resistor here is anything that consumer energy
(could be a light bulb, speaker etc)
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Connecting speakers in series and in parallel
When connecting an amplifier to a speaker it is important to match the impedance
of the amplifier to the speaker for maximum power transfer:
On the circuit below we have an 8 ohm amplifier connected to two 4 ohms speaker
in series to get 8 ohms (4+4) and therefore the amplifier impedance is equal to the
speaker impedance.
If you don’t observe this principle then you will overload the amplifier and
eventually it will blow.

On the other hand if you two 8 ohms speakers and an amplifier with 4 ohms
impedance that you will need to connect the speaker in parallel to achieve the 4
ohms impedance of the amplifier for maximum power transfer.
See the arrangement on the diagram below:
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Connecting light bulbs in series and in parallel
In the figure below we have two 6 volts bulb connected to 12Volts source, the first
bulb drop 6 volts and the second one drops 6 volts and therefore total voltage drop
is 12 volts but current will remain the same at every point in the circuit.
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If resistors are connected in series then their individual resistance are added
together to get the total resistance. See picture below.

One disadvantage of series arrangement is that if one of the bulb blow or there is a
break on the circuit the whole circuit will stop working. This is not so with parallel
arrangement as you will see later on this topic. A good example is a fuse which is
always connected in series circuits: if the fuse blows then the whole circuit goes
down.
Resistors in parallel circuits:
Parallel circuits have same voltage across all the branches but the individual
branch current can be different.
A good example is connection of electricity power in your house, usually all the
appliances in your house are connected in parallel and that is why you have all
outlets having 240 vac or 110 vac.
What is different is the current drawn by each item, a 100 watt bulb will draw more
current that 18 watt bulb.
On advantage of parallel arrangement is that if you the bulb (item) blown, this will
not affect the others.
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Another example above of two 12volts bulb connected in parallel with a 12 volts
battery source. In this case it is not wise to connect two 6 volts in parallel to 12
volts source.

If resistors are connected in parallel their total resistance is always less than the
smallest resistor value in the association. In the example below we have two 1
Ohm resistors in parallel.
If the resistance value is the same in parallel association then the formula is
simple. Just divide the value of one resistor by the number of resistors.
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From the above picture we have the value of the resistor is One(1 Ohm), to get the
total value of resistance in parallel just divide the 1 ohm by the number of resistors
two(2) and the value is ½ or 0.5 ohms.
As you can see the total resistance value is less than the smallest value resistor (in
our case one (1 ohm). Therefore if you wanted to get half ohm resistor there you
are.
If the resistance value is different, then you can use the method here below.

Testing resistors:
You can test a resistor using a digital or analogue meter set in ohm scale. I would
not recommend you test resistors in circuits because in most cases you will not get
the correct reading.
My advice is to solder one leg of the resistor out of the circuit and then do the
testing; you can also cut one leg of the resist slightly above the circuit and do the
testing but whichever method you use be sure to re-solder back the disconnected
leg before applying the power.
The most common failure mode of a resistor is going open and this is easy to test
because they will indicate infinite resistance or some time also resistor value to
change (always increases) and this also is a sign of faulty resistor and should be
replaced.
That is why you should be able to understand the resistor color code in order to be
sure the resistor value has indeed changed.
Sometimes if you are not good at indentifying color (most men are) kindly be sure
to ask for assistance before you get the wrong color coding hence wrong resistance
calculations.
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Another way of knowing if a resistor has a problem is through voltage testing
whereby you expect voltage at a point and you get none.
Testing for the voltage backwards will help you to pick an open resistor or track or
any other component on that path.
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Lesson 10: Diodes:- identification, various types of common diode,
power diodes, damper diodes, fast recovery diodes, signal diodes, Zener
diodes, using zener diode as a voltage regulators, using zener diode for
protection, light emitting diode(LEDs), common failure mode & testing if
good or bad for each type.

Diodes are one way valve i.e. allow flow of current only in one direction, think
about other valve we have around like the bicycle valve, car valves etc. for the car
or bicycle valve this only allow air to pass inside and not come out.
The only different with diode is that they allow current to go in one direction and
not the other way round.
Though the diode does not conduct in reverse direction, there is a point where the
diode is not able to resist reverse electrical pressure and there if this limit is
exceeded then the diodes will breakdown and conduct which is called peak inverse
voltage (P.I.V)
You can see the schematic symbol and the actual diode on the picture below.
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On the circuit diagram diode have their references which begin with letter’ D” then
a number. You can see D603 and D906 on the actual circuit below.

Types of diodes
There are four most common type diodes, which includes power diode (rectifier),
Zener diode, signal diode and L.E.Ds.
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Power diodes: these are commonly known as rectifiers and they are used in power
supply for rectification purposes:
Rectification basically means to convert from Alternating Current (A.C) to
Pulsating Direct Current (D.C) as shown in the figure below.

Effect on the supply when the Diodes (Bridge) Fail.
Open: This is cause the DC voltage to go down; this will also make the picture to
start shaking
Short: The fuse will blow
You can also use analogue on the highest resistance range and if the diode is okay
you should get one reading only (if you get two reading the diode is considered
bad)
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When using digital meter you should set your meter to diode test range and again
you should expect reading one side and when you reverse the probe you will get no
reading (infinite)
If you are doing in circuit test for diode and you get two reading, then I suggest
you confirm this by soldering out one leg of the diode and see if you get two
reading again.
So times you may get two reading but when you lift out one leg of the diode you
find the reading is okay.

Bridge Diode
Bridge diode consist four diodes joined together into a single package and has four
leads.
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Testing bridge diodes:
When testing a bridge diode considers it as four diodes joined together the way I
have done on the picture below:
If you have that picture in your mind you can now test it the way you test
individual diode.

When out of circuit you should not have any reading between the two middle pin
(A.C input) pins either way
On the rest of the pins expect one reading only if all is okay.
Below you can actual placement of this diode in a real circuit, as I said before you
will see these diodes on the primary side of the power supply to rectify the
incoming ac from the power outlet into DC.
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Damper diodes:
In our earlier lesson on coil we saw that a coil has a property which opposes
changes in voltage.
So if there is a voltage across a coil and you power off the equipment then the coil
magnetic field will collapses and this will in turn produce a voltage in the winding
which is opposite the supply voltage.
If this voltage is not taken care of can do a lot of damage on the circuit thanks to
the damper diode with is always placed across the coil to suppress the reverse
voltage.
It is always placed in the circuit in reverse mode. You will see this diode placed on
relay circuits as you can see on the figure below.

Damper diode also is used in the horizontal output circuit of CRT television where
it is inbuilt into the horizontal output transistor (H.O.T) but basically the purpose is
the same.
They are usually fast recovery diodes and therefore if you replace it with an
ordinary diode it will not work. In the case of relay circuit otherwise if the one
inbuilt into the H.O.T is faulty you will have to change the transistor.
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Fast recovery diode:
Fast recovery diodes are special diodes used in high frequency circuits like output
of the switch mode power supply.
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When you find any of these diode is bad never replace with an ordinary diode used
in rectifying the AC because it will not work, it will over heat and blow off.

Testing fast recovery diodes
These diode can be tested like the ordinary diode e.g. (1N4001) using digital or
analogue meter.
With analogue meter set to the highest resistance range you will get two reading
but one reading will be a slight kick of the analogue meter hand and this is normal.
But if you get two same reading then the diode is bad.
For digital meter on diode test range you will get high and low reading like the
normal diode.
Examples includes all FR..series/SF52/BYW95C/MUR1510 etc.
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Signal diode
Signal diodes are used for small signal processing of up to 100mA; you can see the
actual picture and the circuit symbol in the picture below.

They look like Zener diode and therefore in case of doubt you can always confirm
on the circuit board markings, they start with letter “D” like ordinary diodes.
For testing purposes it is just like normal diode and therefore using your meter you
should expect low and high (infinite) when the signal diode is okay.
In most cases they fail by shorting and therefore it is easy to pick them but still
they do open and therefore you should be on look out for both.
When replacing be sure to use the exact replacement and also note the polarity
before inserting on the board (positive to positive and negative to negative)
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You can see their actual placement on this CRT Television RGB amplifier circuit

Examples of signal diodes includes 1N4148/1N4448/1N914
Zener diodes:
A Zener diode is like normal silicon diode, except for a greatly reduced reverse
bias breakdown voltage called zener voltage
Usually they have the zener voltage written on their body; below you can see a
3.9V zener diode and the circuit symbol.
On the circuit diagram they usually begin with letter “ZD”
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Below you can see a 33 volts and 5 volts zener used as voltage regulator on
Television tuner circuits.

In this circuit the two zeners are used in reverse mode (the positive lead in on the
ground and the negative lead on the supply line) therefore voltage in excess of the
zener voltage of the diode will be shorted to ground and not appear on the positive
rail
Tip: if you get a diode which you are not sure if it is a zener- confirm by checking
if the anode is on the negative (ground) and the cathode is on the supply rail. If
this is so then it is a zener.
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Using Zener diode for protection in CRT television/monitor
Below you can see a simple X-ray protection circuit usually found in CRT
Televisions/monitors.

A voltage reference is taken from the FBT and rectified by a diode to get a DC
voltage, this DC voltage is applied to a precision resistor divider, the values of
these resistors are chosen to produce correct X-Ray protection trip threshold for
each CRT.
If the voltage increases above normal (say 13 Volts) the Zener diode which in our
case is a 12 Volts Zener will conduct and voltage will appear at the X-ray in pin.
The X-ray protection pin is usually zero volts when things are normal and if this
pin get voltage, the I.C internal shutdown circuit will trigger and shut the
horizontal out signal and hence shutdown the Television.
This will then prevent dangerous X-ray being emitted which could have otherwise
cause health hazard to the user or even break the CRT tube.
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Testing zener diode:
Testing a zener diode is just like testing a normal diode but for zener they have
some reading on the reverse mode when testing with analogue meter set to 10X
range.
For zener diode and fast recovery diode they usually have a slight kick on the
reverse side and this should not be confused as leakage.
For zener with lower voltage rating the kick is even bigger. But if you get the
meter reading is the same both sides then consider that zener to be faulty and
should be replaced.
The most common failure mode of zener diode is getting open, although sometime
they short.
When replacing be sure to use the exact zener in terms of voltage rating and power
rating.
Light Emitting Diode (LED)
Light Emitting Diode (LED) converts electric current to light. Like any other diode
it conducts current in only one direction.
They have lately found a lot of uses besides the previous uses as visual indicators
on electronics equipments; they are also being used for lightings purposes like the
LED lamps.
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The best test for an LED is checking it function or not, if the LED is getting
powered and still not emitting light then it is considered bad, but be sure it is not
reversed otherwise it will not emit light still.
You can also test an LED using analogue meter set to X1, if the LED is okay you
should get one reading and also the LED will emit lights though dim.

Infra-Red LEDs
IR (Infra-Red) LEDs emit light that is invisible to the human eye.
They find their uses in remote control and security sensors.
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When you press any of you TV remote keys this LED send an infra-red signal to
the I.R receiver on the television board before taken to the micro processor for
interpretation.
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Lesson 11: Transistors: - identification, uses in circuits, common failure
mode & testing if good or bad
Transistors are usually used in electronics for switching and amplification
purposes, this causes them to run quite hot when working
Below you can see circuit symbols of various categories of transistors

There are many types of transistors but for the purpose of this lesson I will
categorize them into three groups:
1. Bipolar Transistors
2. Junction field effect transistors(JFETs)
3. Metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistors(MOSFETs)
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A) Bipolar transistors:
There are two polarities in this group – NPN and PNP

To remember the NPN transistor: arrow Never Points iN

To remember PNP transistor the: arrow Point In
They have 3 leads namely 1) Base 2) Collector 3) emitter
Base is the control terminal
Most of the bipolar transistors used in electronic equipment are NPN, but
still you can have circuit using PNP
B) Junction field effect transistors (JFETs)
Have 3 leads like bipolar transistor but the name are different
1: Gate 2: Source 3: Gate
Gate is the controlling terminal
They have high input impedance (does not take much signal current to turn it
on)
Have two polarities: P-channel and N-Channel
B) Metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistors (MOSFETs)
Similar to JFETs, they use same terminal names but the internal construction
is different 1: Gate 2: Source 3: Drain.
They have very high input impedance
They are more common in the latest equipment
Have two polarities: P-channel and N-Channel
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In circuits
Transistors which handle more current are always attached to a heat sink to help
them cool down.
For those which needs heat sink they always come with a through hole where the
bolt is fixed.
Please be sure whenever you replace such transistor to return the bolts so that the
transistor will be firm on the heat sink otherwise it will be a matter of time before
the transistor overheat and start behaving funny before it finally succumb to
overheating and die.
I came across such an incident where I received a TV for repairs which was
behaving funny and when I opened the set I noticed the previous technician never
replaced the bolts and hence the transistor was getting overheated and the TV start
behaving funny. I replaced that transistor only and that cured the problem.

Please note that these heat sink are not ground and therefore when doing voltage
testing never use them as ground.
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On the circuit diagram here below we have a transistor reference starting with
letter “Q”
You can see NPN bipolar transistor (Q480) and N-Channel mosfet (Q481) both
start with letter (Q)

Some voltage regulators look like transistors and therefore you can always
confirm-whenever in doubt on the board markings.
For regulators they begin with “IC” as you can see voltage regulator KIA7805API
which is a 5Volts regulator labeled IC851 on the circuit below:
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Testing transistors
When doing troubleshooting in electronics equipments you will find several types
of transistors and therefore below I have only isolated the very common types
found and how to identify which leg is which fast in order to test them quickly
without having to check which leg is which.
Basically a transistor has three legs. 1. Base 2.Collector 3.Emitter.

The above examples of transistor have the leg distribution shown above, so you
can easily tell the collector, emitter and base leg when testing.
Little tip on how to test a transistor
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Testing NPN transistor…consider it like two diode connected back to back as
shown above
1. Testing between Base and Collector expect high and low on your meter on
diode test
2. Testing between the Base and Emitter expect again high and low on your
meter on diode test
4. Testing Collector and Emitter expect high both ways
Testing NPN transistor…again use the same principle
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Testing chopper (switching) transistor.
To check the switching transistor set analogue meter to X1 and measure between
legs marked C and E.

1) With the red probe on the middle leg C and black probe on leg marked E.
2) With the black probe on the middle leg C and the red probe on the leg marked E.
If you get the same reading on your meter then the transistor is probably shorted,
you can confirm that by pulling the middle leg out of the circuit and measure
again.
You should not get two reading now. If you get two reading again when the middle
leg is removed from the circuit then the transistor is shorted and should be
replaced.
Tip: instead of soldering out the middle leg of the transistor you can easily cut the
middle leg with a side cutter and after you are through with testing you apply some
solder and fix the cut...This is faster.
Usually transistor fail by shorting Collector-Emitter junction but also short
between Base-Emitter in possible but not very common.
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You can use the same method to test the horizontal output transistor (H.O.T) these
two transistors are found in CRT television and CRT monitors and they have a
high failure rate:

.
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Lesson 12: Integrated circuit (I.C) identification, pin arrangement, Tips
on how to know if it is good or bad.
Below you can see I.C circuit symbol and an actual IC.

Indentifying I.C pin 1
Pin 1 is marked with a spot or a dimple next to it; the pins are numbered in
anticlockwise round the chip as you can see on the picture above.
Failure:
Depends on the circuit they are in, the ones which handle low signals are quite
stable and rarely have problems
Most problems maybe just dry joints on the ic pins or problem with the
surrounding components.
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In this group of I.C be sure you have checked the supply voltage to the I.C and dry
joints before you suspect them.
The ones used in power supply (switching) and power amplifiers undergo a lot of
stress and therefore has a high failure rate and also if there is power surge they are
first to go.
The word integrated in Basic English means included there in. Such as active
components like transistors and passive components like resistors, capacitors in
order for it to function.
So in I.C like the micro processor or jungle ic expect many components both active
and passive which form circuit with different functions within that particular i.c.
So one clue that an I.C is bad is function failure, Take for example the micro
processor part of the circuit which produces tuning pulses for channel selection in
CRT television. If this particular circuit fails then you will find the TV is not able
to do channel auto searching.
If you get this symptom and you find the entire external component associated with
turning are OK, then you can conclude that the micro has failed partially because
you will find sometimes other functions of the micro will be okay.
If you find none of the micro functions are working, then first checks if the micro
is getting power. Power supply is very important for any i.c/circuit to work and
therefore should always be checked to see if it is present and correct value.
Another common occurrence on this i.c is actually dry joints on the components
around it and also actual i.c pins.
Sometimes a technician can change the whole ic when actually the problem was
dry joints. So when you replace the I.C it’s like you have re-soldered and hence if
the TV works you will imagine that actually it was the ic faults while it was just
dry joints problem.
Below you can see a diagram of a TV micro, before you replace it consider
checking the fuses around this I.C, you never know they were fast enough to open
to protect the micro and changing only one of them can cure the problem.
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Tip
One good symptom of a bad I.C is that they usually get HOT and also the
VCC voltage goes down (N.B you expect 5 volts but you are getting 2volts
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Lesson 13: Crystals and Resonators: identification, types-Crystal
oscillator & ceramic resonators, uses, testing if good or bad
Quartz crystals and ceramic resonators are also used in electronics devices such as
tuned filters in radio, clock oscillator in computers, DVDs, remote controls etc.
Below you can see the actual picture of crystal oscillator and ceramic resonators
and there circuit symbol.
On the circuit board they have a reference with starts with “X” or “Y”

They usually have their frequencies marked on their body

The crystal oscillator are very fragile therefore can get easily damaged if dropped,
a good example is the ceramic oscillator used in remote control.
If the remote control is dropped chances are very high the crystal will stop working
and the cure of his is replacing the oscillator directly.
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Whenever I get a remote control in my shop for repair I usually ask the owner if it
was dropped and if the answer is yes I always replace this oscillator and the remote
start working again.
Usually in TV remote control they use the 455 series which is 455 khz ceramic
resonant.
Testing:
For testing crystal oscillators you will need a crystal tester, but if you have a scope
you can scope the signal and compare it with a known good signal.

In most cases if you can’t find any signal on either output of the crystal oscillator
like the one you see above on this picture then maybe the two ceramic capacitors
on both sides of the crystal are shorted to the ground and therefore should be
checked before replacing the crystal oscillators.
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Lesson 14: Voltage Regulators identification, types (positive and
negative series), and uses, testing if good or bad
These are 3-terminal devices used in voltage regulations and their circuit symbol is
show here below.

Common in the market are the popular 78XX series which give out positive
voltage and 79XX which give out negative voltage.

They look like medium size transistor but if you look on the circuit board their
reference begin with “IC…….e.g. IC851 on the circuit below.
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They are usually supplied with high input of unregulated DC(more than 2 volts of
the expected output) and give out a regulated clean dc
So if you give it an input of 5Vdc and you expect 5vdc out, it will not work (the
input voltage should be at least 2 volts above the expected output.
If the input is again too high (+8Volts) the regulator will become very hot and this
will make it get destroyed unless you use a heat sink.
Below you can see a simple application and actual circuit for regulator KIA7805
for 5 Vdc.
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For the negative series 79XX they take in negative unregulated dc and give out
negative regulated dc
Note: unregulated means the input voltage can keep on changing but the output
will remain stable (same).
Testing
Usually when these regulators are doing their work they usually get warm-if you
find they are cold but there is input voltage then you can suspect them to be faulty.
Another good method of testing regulator is by doing live test.
Check if the input voltage is present and above 2 volts of the expected output, if
present then test for the output voltage, if the output voltage is not within the
expected then you can consider the regulator faulty.
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Sometimes if there is dry joints on this ic, can make it to appear faulty but just resoldering the 3 pins will restore the problem.
If you find the input voltage is same as the output voltage this could mean the
ground pin has dry joint or not properly soldered.
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Lesson 15: Introduction to switch mode power supply (s.m.p.s)
All electronics devices need power in order to work; therefore all electronics
equipment has a power supply section.
Most modern equipments today are using S.M.P.S, you will find them in LCD
Television, DVDs, Power amplifiers, LCD monitors etc.
Switch mode power supply (S.M.P.S) comes in different shapes but the basic mode
of operation is very same.
Below you can see a diagram with the basic components of an S.M.P.S.

One common thing with all switch mode power supply is that they have the
primary side (HOT) and the secondary side (COLD)
The primary side includes all components from the power supply input to the input
of chopper transformer down through the middle of the Opto-isolator.
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The secondary side includes the output of the chopper transformer, secondary
rectifier diodes, and the secondary filter capacitors for each line.
Below you can actual picture of a DVD player S.M.P.S

We have the Alternating current (A.C) coming directly from the power outlet and
goes through a fuse which is used for safety purposes.
In case something short in the supply (usually on the primary side) the fuse will
always blow (open) and this will in turn disconnect the power from the rest of the
circuit to prevent further damages.
After that the A.C passes through a filter circuit which is basically used to get rid
of any interference from radio frequencies (noise).
After that the AC get into a bridge rectifier which then rectify the incoming A.C
into pulsating DC, this is not still clean to be used by the circuits and therefore the
Pulsating direct current(PDC) passes through the Main capacitor and this smooth
out any pulsating DC.
Please note that if you measure the AC voltage at the bridge diode input you will
get (220AC or 110 AC) depending on your outlet. But if you measure the voltage
at the output of the bridge diode you will get 320Vdc or 155Vdc.
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How can it be? This is because you meter in AC mode only test the root mean
square (R.M.S) of the ac signal and therefore after being rectified you will get the
peak voltage in DC.
For example if you measure the A.C input at the bridge rectifier input pins is
110VAC then you will have to multiplier that figure with 1.414 to get the peak
voltage and therefore you will get (110 X 1.414=155 Vdc and for those using 220
Vac you will get (220 X 1.414=310 Vdc) this is the voltage you will get at the
main Capacitor in DC.
Using the above principle we can use the voltage at the main capacitor to know if
there is something wrong with the bridge rectifier as in if you get 320 Vdc or
155Vdc at the main capacitor one can immediately conclude that there is no
problem with all the circuit before the main capacitor including the bridge and
therefore no need of checking, but if you get the voltage is less at the main
capacitor then you can suspect a problem on the component before the main
capacitor, for example if you find the voltage is low this could point to one of the
bridge diode is open.
If the bridge short the fuse will blow instantly…
After the main capacitor has done a good job of smoothing out the pulsating dc we
have a transformer waiting to transform that voltage into different voltages, but the
bad news is….Transformers are not meant to use direct current (DC) but
alternating current (A.C).
To solve that problem a transistor is used, basically this transistor act as a switch
that open and closes very fast in order to cause current to flow through the chopper
transformer which then generates various voltages for the secondary circuits.
In our case this transistor in inbuilt into the Pulse-width modulator I.C (PWM) and
therefore you will not see it physically but in some power supplies it is separate.
The work of the PWM is actually to drive this transistor in response to the
feedback from the secondary side.
In order for the PWM I.C to communicate with the secondary side an opto-isolator
is used.
An opto-isolator is composed of a Light emitting diode (L.E.D) and a photo
transistor.
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Opto-isolator is used to feedback output voltages back to the control chip (PWM)
without forming an electrical connection.
This will then enable the supply to have a stable output on the secondary side but
again not without a challenge.
The output of any transformer is usually AC, so we need to change this A.C again
into DC in order to be used by the secondary circuits and to solve this problem we
will introduce once more rectifier diode to rectify this AC signal back to DC and
that where the secondary diode comes in…
Please note that these diodes are not ordinary diodes like the one we used for the
bridge rectifier but they are special diode (fast recovery diode) and therefore you
should never replace them with ordinary diode because they will overheat and
blow.
After the AC has passed through these special secondary diodes the signal is
rectified and now we have pulsating DC which is still not good for electronics
consumption and therefore we need a capacitor to smooth out these pulses into
smooth DC ready for use by various circuits.
For the purposes of monitoring the secondary output the main DC output is
sampled back to the primary side of the supply and this is the outlet which is called
the main B+ supply.
In CRT television it is the one which feed the fly-back transformer and in DVDs
and computer power supply the +5 volts is the monitored output and hence the
main B+.
Start-up Resistor- this is usually high value resistor used in s.m.p.s to provide
start up voltage to the control i.c or transistor.
This resistor drops the main AC or DC voltage to a low voltage which is used as
start-up voltage.
If this voltage is missing (usually between 8-20 volts) used in control i.c or the
0.6v dc volt which goes to the base of the chopper transistor to switch it on- the
supply will not work and it will appear dead.
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The supply to the control i.c goes to the start-up voltage pin. You can use the
datasheet for the particular i.c to know which pin is start-up voltage (v.c.c)

This voltage is very important and if it is missing the supply will not start.
If it is missing could point to an open start-up resistor or the circuit is broken.
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